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* ' * ABSTB1CT . X 
These guidelines have been developed for the use of 


advertisers and advertising.agencies and tot the self-regulatory 

echanisa vhich these group^s have established, the Rational 

Advertising Division, to help ensure that advertising directed to^ 

children is truthful, 'accurate, and fair to children's perceptions. 

Preliminary sections set forth basic principles which underlie the 

guidelines and discuss interpretation of the guidelines and their 

scope. The guidelines deal with eight aspects of advertising: social 

and aoral values portrayed; type of presentation; promotion by 

program character, editorial character, or personal endorsement; 

comparative product claims; pressure to purchase; ways in which 

products are shown bling used; claim^substantiation; and the use of 

premiums in advertising. (GB) , ' _.
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I 	r CHILDWN^ ADVERTISING GOIDELINES I 

These Cuidelires have bc^n developed for. the use of 
advertisers ana advertising agencies and. for the self- -

tatory mechanism which they have established, the 
Advertising Division, to help ensure that ad-* 

vertising directed to children is truthful, accurate and fair 
to children's perceptions ~  ' * * 
Because trends in, advertising are continually changing and 
because research and study are constantly shedding new 
light on children's development and understanding of-
advertising, these Guidelines will continue to be revised; 
and modified on an on-going t^asis, as cjrcumstances 
dictate. 

Five basic Principles underlie these -Guidelines for ad
vertising directed to children. 

» 

I 	 Advertisers should always take into account the level of 
knowledge, sophistication and mAturity of the audiende 
to which the message is primarily directed. Since 
younger children have a limited capability^for 
discerning the credibility of what they watch, they 
place a special responsibility upon advertiser? to protect 
them from their own susceptibilities.' * 

II 	 Realizing that children are imaginative and that make-
believe play constitutes an important part of the 
growing up process, advertisers should exercise care not 
to exploit that imaginative quality of thildren. 
Unreasonable expectations of product quality or 
performance should not be stimulated either directly or 
indirectly by advertising. 

III 	Recognizing that advertising may play an important 
part in educating the child, information should be 
communicated in a truthful and accurate manner, with 
full recognition on the part of the advertiser that the 
child may learn practices from advertising which can 
affect his or her health and well-being.

* % ' 	 .
 
IV Advertisers are urged to capitalize on the potential of 

advertising to influence social behavior by .developing 
advertising that, whenever possible, addresses itself to 
sociM standards generally regarded as positive and 
beneficial such as friendship, kindness, honesty, 
justice, generosity and respect for others 
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V 	Although many mfluehtes affect a child's personal and 
social development, itfemains the prime responsibility 
of the parents to provrcte guidance for children/and to 
»Wt necessary and frf^per influences in children's 

? exposure to*the wort$|JAdfcertisers should contribute to 
the faarent-cfiiW relationship in a constructive manner.* 

Advertisers are reminded that the interpretation of these 
Guidelines should conform to and ftnplement the Prin
ciples stated a^ove The intent in all ^ases should be to 
deal fairly and honestly with children, fulft King the spirit as 
well as the letter <>f the Guidelines. Each individual * * 
commercial or advertisement should be'considered in that 
context. Differences in the nature of broadcast media and 

^* 	 « print media should be taken into account. The Guidelines 
should not be regarded as prescribing rigid or inflexible 
rules which mayoeprive children and advertisers of the 
benefits of innovations $nd new approaches.- , / 

f . 	 % 

B. 	Scope > . ?i :*. 	 
The clauses in thes^ Guidelines embrace advertising 
designed to appeal to children eleven years of age and 
under. This includes children's advertising which is 
broadcast in children's programs and programs in which 
audience patterns typically contain more than 50% 
children. Cominercjals appearing in shows in which 
children are a substantial audience segment, but less than-
50%, will be regarded as subject to these Guidelines only 
when they are/clearly addressed to children eleven and 
under Print advertising is subject to these Guidelines when 
it is primarily pirected to or primarily read by children 

C. 	Social V; 

Advertising ihould emphasize positive social and moral 
values and sprich the dignity of hi|man life, as opposed to 
portrayals of violence, appeals to fear, qr prejudice of any 
kind. To tnis end: 

1. 	Advertisements-should rtever portray as desirable any 
-	 practices which are generally considered unacceptable 

from t$e standpoint of social, legal, moral, institutional 
or farrtHy values Social stereotyping which is 
demeaning or derogatory to any ^group should be 
avoided -

2. 	Advertisements should not reflect disdain tor, parents or 
parental judgment, nor reflect unfavorably on other 
generally recognized sources of child guidance 

3. 	Advertisements should never portray undesirable living 
hapits Advertising should convt^y respect for others and 
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i.the advertisement jclearry establishes what is included 
:* in the original purchase of the ^Ivertised product, 

* : tempteying where neces»ry positive disclosure on what 
items are to b$^fiurchased separately in a way that will 
be understood by the child atS^iehce^o which the 
advertisements primarily adckess^d All advertising for 
products sold unassembled should* indicate that 
assembly is required. If any other product is essential in 
order to use the advertised product such as batteries 
thi* should be disclosed. 

3. 	A clearly depicted presentation pfthe complete ad
vertised product is shown In tj^a3v^rtisement When 
appropriate in helping to idemify the product, the 
package may alsp be depicted, provided it does not 
mislead as to product characteristics, content, or the 
price range to be experod.& 	 ^
 

4. "Advertising 'demom^fatioris showing the use of a * 
product or prembim can be readily duplicated by the 
average child tor whom the product is intended!" '/ , 

; 5. 	Representations of food products should be made so as 
to encourage sound usage of the product with a view 
toward healthy development of.the child >and the 
development OT gdod nutritional practices Ad-
y^rtisements representing mealtime in the home should 
dearly and adequately depict the .role of the product 

'>. 	 within the framework of a balanced diet. Over-
con$umption of food products and beverages -should be 
avoided, nor should it be implied that any one food 
provides all the nutrients contained ih a. well-designed 
'daily food plan: 

6. 	Tp ensure accurate and truthful representation of 
playthings, they §hould be shown informal play en
vironments and situations 

, * 

7. 	A fair and equitable number of products should be 
ieatured, consistent with the number of children shown 
in the play settmg Should a whole line of toys or more <* 
toys than might be reasonably owned by the average 
child be featured, limboj>ettings (which are defined as 
non-represehtatioqal settings with a plain background) 
or in-store settings are Suggested, as they might provide 
a' better cortfext for fair demonstratron of these products'* * ' 
to children . ' 

Hf 

I. Promotion by Program Character, Editorial Character, or 
Personal Endorsement

 » 

It is recognizecjLthat very young children may not fully 
recognize differences between editorial and program 
content and 'advertising content Hence, endorsement by 
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characters on programs or in the editorial qpntent of a 
" 	 '" f	 , . *^ i "*~ " E 

publication may confuse children. Therefo 
a. 

Program per nalrti^s or program characters* [live qr 
animated) on Sitdren's programs stiould not be used-W 
promote prodi :ts, premiums or services in or adjacent 
to any progn where the personality or character 
appears. 

hi-prinlt media,! characters and personalties associated 
with the editorial content of a publication should not be 

-	 used to prorrK>tefproducts, premiums or services in the 

same publicati'
 

3: Sublet to par aph J1) of this .section, "product 
1 characters" oe aliti^s live or animated who arer

closely associated with or identified-with the product-
may be used a$ presenters .for the advertised product or 
service, providerthey do not do or say atiyth i ng to 
mislead children is tothe product or service concerned. * 

" V . . * I 

4. 	National!^ knowri persons may not be used to attribute a 
c'haract^fistic or quality \o a 'product (including a 
premium) unless they are generally recognized as 
qualifies! to speak oh the subject. All personal en- * 
dorsementt should reflect the real experience- and 
beliefs of the "endorser. 

F. 	G irative Claims
 /

It is recognized that advertising which compares the ad
veitped product to another product may be difficult for 
dhijareh to understand and evaluate and may therefore be 
misunderstood Therefore* advertisers are urged to 
r^res^ht products Ibn their merits without reference to 
Competition * ' % . ^ 
j . ^ * 	 u
in the event thaffa'trueand significant advantage may exist 
in aproduct which can be/eadily understood by children, % 
this advantage shduld Be clearly explained If advertisers' 
should develop comparative advertising t© children this 
should be done with tHefollowing cautions in mind: 

V * 	 . 

1. 	Comparative statements should be informational-and 
not demeaning to either products or to previous versions 
of the same product 

2. 	Comparative-statements should not^?uggest that the 
advertised product is superior to another in individual   
attribitfes *>r overall characteristics unless such 
statements can " be documented * 	 * * 

3. 	Comparative statSVients implying overall superiority 
^ 	 should be avoided when such statements Are based on 

attributes in which the advertised product excels,,and 
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trayals th^t encoupkge misuse, or dangerous or jnap-
^ prdpriate use of the product which is inconsistent with 

^generally accepted standards of.safety. 
3. 	Medication^,, drugs arjd supplemental vitamins (liquid or 

pills) should not be advertised to children 

* * "" . * 


I. 	Claim Substantiation ' . . 
In accordaqce with the basic principle of dealing fairly and ± 
honestly with children: 

* 

1. 	Advertising to children should not claim or imply any 
^product or performance characteristics "which are not 
supportable by factual data or research which conforms 
to sound professional practices.* 

2. 	Puffery, (defined as "flattering publicity" or "extravagant 
commendation") is not acceptable support for an ob
jective product claim. Advertising claims which might 
b£ cons-trued as literally true must, be literally tme 

J. 	 Additional for Prefhium Advertising 

The 	use of "premiums in advertising has potential to 
enhance the appeal of a product to a child. Special at-

 tention should, therefore, be paid to the use of premiums 
in advertising. To guard against premiums exploiting the 
children's immaturity: ^ 

1. Care shoyld be taken that the child's attention is focused 
 	 primarily on the product rather than the premium 

Therefore, major emphasis should be given to the 
product and its benefits Emphasis on the premium 
should be clearly secondary.* 

2. 	 It is recognized that Irmitatiorl of the time devoted to a 

premium offer within a commercial may not be suf- 

fici^nt to ensure primary attention to$ie product offer. 

Therefore, advertiser* are urged to weigh all factors, 

including tirpe, to ensure that the productv message is 

primary.
 

3. 	When a premium offer is used, the conditions of the 

offer should be stated srniply, in terms which a child can 

understand Every effort should be Ynade to com

municate so-called "mandatory", statements and 

disclaimers in terms which will-be understood by a child 

audience
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